
Great Conversations
About the Great Conversation

Talk #2 Art



The Arts necessary for entering the Great 
Conversation-

❑Introduction- On a comparison of a living body and corpse- 
❑ Part 1- What is the origin, nature and purpose of language?- Univocal, 

equivocal and analogy-
❑ Part 2- What is an Art? Servile, fine and liberal-
❑ Part 3 Why are the liberal arts so important?

Grammar
Logic

❑Part 4- A deeper look at Literacy: material and formal
❑Conclusion- wrapping it all up.



Dualism and methodological doubt, 
which for the modern educator has 
become a denial of formal and final 
causality accompanied by radical 

skepticism. 

A form of Platonism and faith, “I believe it in order 
that I may come to understand.” He had faith in the 

revealed word, not credulity, not skepticism, not 
suspicion, nor distrust concerning self-evident first 

principles, revealed truths and the great teachers that 
preceded him.



“I know how much difference there is between 
writing a word by chance without making a 
longer and more extended reflection on it, and 
perceiving in this word an admirable series of 
conclusions, which prove the distinction 
between material and spiritual natures, and 
making of it a firm and sustained principle of a 
complete metaphysical system, as Descartes 
has pretended to do. For without examining 
whether he has effectively succeeded in his 
pretension, I assume that he has done so, and it 
is on this supposition that I say that this 
expression is as different in his writings from 
the same saying in others who have said it by 
chance, as a man full of life and strength is 
from a corpse.”Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) French 

mathematician, physicist, inventor, 
writer and theologian. 



Part 1- What is the origin, 
nature and purpose of 

language? 
 

Let’s discover whether our assumptions are ordered to the City of man or to the City 
of God.



Univocal 
When we use the same word to predicate the exact same thing- 

Equivocal 
When we use the same word to predicate two completely different things- 

Analogy 
“If we can recover a conception of this kind of thinking- we can begin to speak about an analogy between 
creatures and God Himself is being and has unity, truth and goodness, all these transcendental qualities, in 

Himself, and since he is the maker of all things and the cause of these kinds of perfections in creatures. We don’t 
perceive these attributes of God directly, because we don’t see God directly-  but we can infer from the created 
world that these features of being must be present in God in some higher, incomprehensible way according to 

analogy- That is to say that God truly is good, but in a higher and most complete way distinct from the way those 
forms of goodness that are found in created realities.”  

Fr. Thomas Joseph White



“Of all things to be 
sought, the first is 

that Wisdom in 
which the Form of 
the Perfect Good 

stands fixed.”

Hugh of St. Victor



PNC
Language is a gift from God

God said “let there be light!” 
John “in the beginning was the Word.:”
God speaks and then man speaks-
Language is spiritual- 

Language is a man made invention

Evolutionary Hypothesis-
Scientific monogenesis: The Mother 
Tongue theory.
Exclusively conventional- 



“a living word of 
knowledge has a 

soul, and the written 
word is an image of 

the living word.” 



God Created 
real things

! Names capture and convey the 
intelligibility of things- 

Name 

representati
on 

Incarnation

meaning 

essenc
e 

Nature 
intelligibility

Thing itself 

Reality 
Presentation 



God Created 
real things

! There is no connection 
between these things 

Name 

representati
on 

Incarnation

meaning 

essenc
e 

Nature 
intelligibility

Thing itself 

Reality 
Presentation 

! Nothing real 
exists

! If it did exist 
we couldn’t 

understand it

! If we did 
understand it 
we couldn’t 
describe it



The twofold purpose of 
language

1. To convey the Truth-

2. As a service to the other-



•language

• Of divine origin 
• Words are lenses through 

which to see 
• Words have immaterial 

significance- intelligibility, 
unity 
• Speech is to convey the 

truth in the service of others

• Of human origin
• Words are acquisitions to be 

collected and counted
• Words are materially 

significant
• Speech is subordinated to 

material ends.

An Authentic Education Modern Education



Part 2- What is an Art? 
 Servile,  

Fine    
 Liberal-



Art
Art is defined by Aristotle as the realization in external form of a true 

idea, and is traced back to that natural love of imitation which 
characterizes humans, and to the pleasure which we feel in recognizing 

likenesses. 



In his Commentary on the Posterior 
Analytics,  St. Thomas Aquinas gives 

an adequate definition of  an Art-

 “An art is a definite and 
fixed procedure 

established by reason, 
whereby human acts reach 
their due end through the 

appropriate means.”



•“He who works with 
his hands is a laborer, 
he who works with his 
hands and his head is 
a craftsman, he who 
works with his hands, 
head and heart is an 
artist.”  
• St. Francis of Assisi



Part 3- Why are the liberal arts so 
important?  
Grammar  

Logic



The nature of 
human learning                  

The Human 
Person

The Nature of 
reality



The nature of 
human learning                  

The Human 
Person

The Nature of 
reality



the Greek 
“grammatikí̱” (γραµµατική) 

means “the art of letters,” or 
Literacy-  

Grammar has been cut off from 
its transcendent and 
philosophical roots.  

Grammar has been reduced into a 
material shadow of itself 



Hierarchy of grammar

Exegesis
Analogy- metaphor

etymology
phraseology

LITERARY DEVICES

PROSODY



Hierarchy of grammar

Exegesis
Analogy- metaphor

etymology
phraseology

LITERARY DEVICES

PROSODY

“the defining 
feature of 

expressive 
reading which 

comprises all of 
the variables of 

timing, phrasing, 
emphasis, and 

intonation.”



We have reduced prosody to  
many lower levels

Prosody
Phonics
Decoding

morphemes
Phonemes 

Etymology- literary devices
Analogy- metaphor

exegesis



 Part 4- A deeper look at 
Literacy: material and formal



•Literacy

• A means to an end
• Requires grammar, logic 

and rhetoric
• To hear with the human 

heart what is written upon 
it- 
• To see reality rightly

• Made into an end
• Requires decoding skills
• To take and pass 

standardized tests.
• To affirm one’s point of view

Formal literacy in an Authentic 
Education

Material literacy in a Modern 
Education



“No one can serve two 
masters; for either he will 
hate the one and love the 

other, or he will be 
devoted to the one and 
despise the other. You 
cannot serve God and 

mammon”

Matthew 6:24



good things 
become evil, 

when done with a 
worldly purpose. 



C.S. Lewis first and second things- 

“You can’t get second things by putting 
them first. You get second things only by 

putting first things first.
Put first things first and we get second 
things thrown in: put second things first 

and we lose both
first and second things.”

“First and Second Things,” 
in God in the Dock: Essays on 
Theology and Ethics


